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Motivation
« I want to have other people do my job so I can procrastinate »
Hrm, doesn't work at all
More, faster, better
Some Figures
10% of packages
(363+ out of 3657+)
Really 10% of code
(debug: 129MB out of 1.2GB)
Unfreeze

= 

201 packages pushed
Last week = ~100 submissions
Daily Life
Weekly meetings
(timeshift every two weeks)
Packaging days, bug days, etc.
Accepting upstream
Working upstream
Helping upstream
Build Service
Early adopters
Heavy (ab)users
GNOME:Factory
GNOME:Factory:Next
GNOME:Stable:2.24
...

Built for Factory, but also 11.1...
osc gnome todo
osc gnome update
osc gnome buildsubmit
Shining Stars
Magnus Boman
Hubert Figuière
Jigish Gohil
Christopher Hobbs
Hans Petter Jansson
Luis Medinas
Federico Mena Quintero
Michael Monreal
Rodrigo Moya
James Ogley
Scott Reeves
JP Rosevear
Andrew Wafaa
Bryen Yunashko

... and many more!
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